Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<,RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

AXO-Teasley says:
::On the Bridge::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::On the bridge::
FCO: E.T.A. to the Galactic Core

CMO_Engstrom says:
::in sickbay, watching the well ordered scuttle of the medical staff::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::manning the TAC post::

CEO_Hull says:
::On the bridge at ENG1 Console, making an inventory of systems status::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::glances through patient records and looks for persons requireing physicals::

AXO-Teasley says:
::Looking for some power for the senors if science wants more power::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: About 2 minutes, sir

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The new sensors are flooded with data as the star density inthe area increases.

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: in office awaiting appointment::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: very good

CMO_Engstrom says:
::begins pageing routine staff and notices a couple of senior staff physicals dramatically out of date::

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Should I ready some probes to be launched?

CMO_Engstrom says:
*FCO* Please report to sickbay at your earliest conviencience for your regular physical.

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CNS* Counselor, my records indicate that you have not had a physical recently, at your earliest conviencience please report to sickbay to rectify this.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CMO* Sure thing

CMO_Engstrom says:
::sends messages similar to the one sent to the FCO to the CEO and CTO::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: probes should not be necessary ... the Science personnel have enough data with just the sensors

Cns_Fletcher says:
*CMO* I  understand

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Yes sir.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::decides to wait on the AXO and ACO until they are off guard::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
*CMO* Understood.  I have time at the moment.

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CTO* Excelent, we are ready to recieve you.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  I am rerouting additional EPS conduits to the sensor suites

CMO_Engstrom says:
::stolls out into sickbay and sends nurses and medical staff scurrying to prepare examination rooms.::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Permission to report to sickbay.

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Very good.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: permission granted, turn your station over to one of your Tactical personnel

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::motions a security officer to his consol and left to sickbay::

CEO_Hull says:
::Begins programming the rerouting::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>::Walks towards sickbay.::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Will I be free of duties for a while any time soon? Lt. Engstrom has asked if I could spare any time to have a check up.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::enters sickbay::

CMO_Engstrom says:
*Dr. Fey* Doctor this is Engstrom, prepare medlab 1 to recieve samples from our physicals session.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: Hello doc.  I am here for my physical.

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan> ::enters sickbay:: CMO: Hello

Cns_Fletcher says:
<Lt. Kay > :: walks in to the office::

AXO-Teasley says:
::checks the power relays::

SO_W`rd says:
::checking scanns::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns and notices the CTO:: Good timeing, if you would just step into the examination room and put on the gown..  also there are a couple of samples you can fill before we get started.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: not just yet .... I would like you at the helm till we reach the core

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir, no problem.

CEO_Hull says:
*<Duty Engineer>*:  This is Hull, check the port PTC, it is showing a 2% dropoff

CMO_Engstrom says:
<Dr.Fey> *CMO* Gotcha, ill get the big needles ready, Fey out.

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan> CTO: Hello

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::walks into the examinitation room and does as the CMO asks and starts waiting::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Jan: Hello.  Good to see you.

Cns_Fletcher says:
::hears the door open:: Lt.Kay: ah . ensign Davis ready for the :: looks up :: oh hello Rod

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CTO: Nice to see you too. ::rubs her belly::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::turns to the SO::SO: status on data collection?

AXO-Teasley says:
::how much closer to the Core is it::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::wheels a cart into the examination room:: CTO: Here you are, if you could just give us a urine sample as well as some spittle I can start on the rest of the examination ::hands the CTO two little cups::

CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer> *CEO*:  Aye Sir, we will have it locked down in a minute

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: ::REB to the CMO remark::

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  Slow but steady sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The star density in the area reaches a point where there will be a star approximately 2 LY away from Titan at all times.

Cns_Fletcher says:
<Lt.Kay> :: walks in and sits down:: CNS: you don't seem to happy to see me.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::gets up, turns around and fills the cups and hands back to the CMO::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
SO: very good ... continue scanning

CMO_Engstrom says:
::places them back on the cart:: CTO: Now just lie back and we will begin the exam.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::lies back on the table feeling a little uneasy::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>::waits her turn with the CMO::

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  The stars density is so that we will have a star at least 2 light years away at all tiems sir.

Cns_Fletcher says:
Kay: No i just wasn't expecting you. :: leans back in chair::  So what can I do for you?

AXO-Teasley says:
::checks the COMM for anything interesting::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::takes out a probe and beings running along the CTO, glanceing up at the readings coming out on the screen, then pulls out a pair of gloves::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::glances and the REB at the gloves::

CEO_Hull says:
ACO: Sir, I have an estimate on repair and maintenance, 17 hours

Host ACO-Gabel says:
SO: thanks for the note ...
FCO: plot your courses safely

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CEO: any way that you can speed that time table up?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::places the gloves on his hands, giveing them both a snap::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: No worry, I can handle it.

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Now if you will just roll over we can get the prostate exam over with.

AXO-Teasley says:
::Very think cluster of stars::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::starts to bite his lip::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan> ::sits and waits some more::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::waits till the CTO is distracted and finishes that bit of the exam, leaving no doubt no little trauma with the CTO::

CEO_Hull says:
ACO:  Aye Sir, repair crews have been instructed to expedite

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::slowly turns over:: CMO: DO you have to do this??

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CEO: do your best ....

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Regulations stipulate that a full physical must be proformed every year by all officers ::shrugs::

AXO-Teasley says:
::runs some systems checkas over the damaged system to see what is wrong::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: One would think that tricorders would be sufficient.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::takes out a couple of insturments that look very similar to ancient horse needles::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CTO: Are you enjoying your self?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A star approximately 1.5 LY away shows signs of going nova in 1 minute.

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: There have been several cases of tricorders missing the initial signs of prostate degeneration, whereas a physical examination is almost always accurate.

Cns_Fletcher says:
<Kay> Cns: nothing really i haven't talked to you in awhile, so what's go on with the counselor?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Jan: Uhhh...well....not exactly.

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  Sir  star 756 is goign nova in one minute !

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: You may wish to close your eyes, im going to give you a mild nerve inhibitor so you dont feel this next part.

SO_W`rd says:
ACO: it si  1.5 light years away

CMO_Engstrom says:
::snaps a hypospray onto the CTO's neck, numbing him from the neck down::

AXO-Teasley says:
::Nova?::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: Now what??

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: manuever us out of the way of that Supernova

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Mmmmhmmmm? ::gently inserts the probes into the CTO's heart, lung, kidneys, stomach and bowels.::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Am I next when you get done with the CTO?

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Oh nothing, just a few tissue samples.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Yes sir...I'll get us out of range

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Absolutely.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: Alright.

Cns_Fletcher says:
Kay: nothing really , just sit around in this office talking to people about their lives, you?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The star goes nova as Titan moves out of the way, but the nova triggers a nearby star to also go nova.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::extracts the probes and lays them down on the exam cart::

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  Sir  it is causeing chain reaction   we have a nother nova.

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Alright everything seems fine so far, just let me remove the nerve inhibitor... ::slaps a second hypospray on the CTO::

AXO-Teasley says:
::oh no. gets back up power to the shields::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: manuever us out of the way ....

CMO_Engstrom says:
::puts on a new pair of gloves::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: Alright.

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Stand up if you would, with your hands behind your neck.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: sound red alert .... and raise shields

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: AYe sir.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  Warp Core output at 110% to shields

AXO-Teasley says:
::sounds red alert, raises shields::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: Huh??  ::stands up and I put my hands behind my neck::

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: now turn to your right and breath in deeply.

Host AGMDave  (Alert.wav)

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::turns and takes a deep breath::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::places his hand in a position in which he can detect the early signs of a hernia::

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Reroutes all power avaibale to the shields

Host ACO-Gabel says:
*CTO* return to your duty station immediately.

CMO_Engstrom says:
CTO: Alright that seems fine, you can dress and return to duty, and we will forward the results to you once the lab has completed them.

Cns_Fletcher says:
<Kay>CNS: same here I don't get much work , well they haven't sent me anything yet, how's that rugrat son of yours?

CEO_Hull says:
AXO: Sir, shields are already powered to 110%, shutting down alternate power grids

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The second star to go nova triggers a third, very close to Titan's current position.  A shockwave is headed for Titan.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CMO: Thanks, I guess.  *ACO*: Yes sir.  ::dresses and heads for the bridge::

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: We ready for strule inegergy fields too.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::runs rather awkwardly onto the bridge and takes his position::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CTO feels a bit weak and light headed.

CEO_Hull says:
::Sets enertial dampeners to above maximum of specs::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks out of the examination room and notices everyone scurrying about right proper, the big indicator board lit up with the establishment of the emergency medical centers::

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Make sure we don't blow something out.

CMO_Engstrom says:
*AXO* Sickbay reporting, we are ready for incoming wounded.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: There is a shockwave from a third nova coming at us

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  Sir incoming Shockwave....

Host ACO-Gabel says:
ALL: brace for impact

AXO-Teasley says:
*CMO*: Good.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::feels my legs feel a little week...and everything feels strange:: Self: Its nothing.  ::braces for impact::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A shield modulator blows out from the extra stress.  Shields down to 80%.

AXO-Teasley says:
::braces::

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  Aye Sir, all magnetic constrictors are operational

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>::Braces::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Shield modulator is down.  Shields at 80%.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::hears the Captains order over the comm:: Sickbay: Down everyone! Hold onto something.

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Get repair teams on that

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: holds to chair, along with Lt.kay::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::grabs console tightly::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::grabs onto a bulkhead quickly locking down the CTO's exam cart so that all the valuable samples dont have to be reaquired::

CEO_Hull says:
::shunting shield 5, overlapping shields 4 and 6 to cover, 

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shockwave hits at level 5.  Titan is rocked hard.  The Inertial Dampers go offline.  Sensors out too.

AXO-Teasley says:
::holds on for dear life::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::shakes around as the Titan is hit::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches people being thrown across sickbay::

CEO_Hull says:
::Gets knocked out of his chair to the deck::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::shakes as the Titan is hit::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan> ::hoping the baby isn't going to be harmed::

SO_W`rd says:
::::grabs console::  ACO:  sensors are out!

Host ACO-Gabel says:
ALL: Damage report

CMO_Engstrom says:
*Triage 1, 2, 3* Report your status and move out into your coverage areas, begin shipboard emergency phase 1.

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: The senors are out

CMO_Engstrom says:
::hears triage teams report in that they are shaken but not too badly stirred and are engageing level one proceedures::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: The inertial dampers are down.  Shields at 65%.

AXO-Teasley says:
::checks for more damaged systems::

CMO_Engstrom says:
*Dr Fey* Get back to sickbay and take over here, im going to check the bridge.  We should have a few moments of calm before the wounded begin getting sorted.

CEO_Hull says:
::Gets up, after shaking the jolt out of his head:: AXO: Sir, primary systems off -line, backups functional

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CEO: Get working .... I want all effected systems up an running within 2 hours

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Inertial dampers are offline

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A fourth supernova is triggered, but farther from Titan.  The shock wave will be minimal.

CEO_Hull says:
ACO: Aye Sir!

CMO_Engstrom says:
::jogs out of sickbay into the Turbolift, medical kit under arm:: TL: Main Bridge.

Cns_Fletcher says:
Kay: i think we better go to stations

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Get cracking on those systems

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: Casualty report

CEO_Hull ::enters priorities for repairs to the Duty Engineer's console in Main Engineering:: (CONSOLE2.WAV)

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: People are just brused nothing serious yet.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::pops out of the turbolift onto the bridge and walks around scanning crewmen with his tricorder::

Cns_Fletcher says:
<kay> CNS: agreed :: walks out with CNS::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Inertial Dampers come back online at 60%

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan> ::sits up in sickbay, just shakened not stirred::

CEO_Hull says:
*<Duty Engineer>*:  I want repair crews working on those subsystems immediately Ensign, and get those enertial dampeners back on line, I'm getting queezy

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks past the CEO and notices a slight hemmorageing, definately concussed:: CEO: Sit still for one second

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::is working on getting shields back up::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::injects the CEO with concentrated TriOx for the dizzyness, as well as a multipath B Compound::

CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer> *CEO*: Aye Sir!

AXO-Teasley says:
CMO: Hello Doctor. Nice to see you.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Inertial dampers are online and back at 60%

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: heads to the TL::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shockwave from the fourth nova hits.  Titan shudders, but is not damaged further.

CMO_Engstrom says:
AXO: Anytime, any other's hurt?

CEO_Hull says:
CMO: Thanks Doctor ::rubs his arm where he was hypo'd::

AXO-Teasley says:
CMO: Don't think so. Was my wife down there?

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: Coordinate the repair efforts, with science ... I want the scanners back on line

AXO-Teasley says:
::wonders how bad the senors are::

CMO_Engstrom says:
AXO: She was in sickbay, since no one was injured down there I would assume that she is fine, last I saw her she was fine.

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Aye sir. First thing on the list

CMO_Engstrom says:
AXO: If there is nothing further im going back to sickbay, and serious injuries will be arriveing now.

AXO-Teasley says:
SO: Do you have any senors data currently?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns and heads into the turbolift, heading back to sickbay::

AXO-Teasley says:
CMO: Go

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: arrives on the bridge ,goes to his chair and turns on system assement::

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  Sir, the warp core and primary propulsion systems are intact, just the dampeners were thrown, we can restart PTC's to the nacelles in 10 minutes

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: do we have navigational sensors?

AXO-Teasley says:
::walks over to the CEO's console:: CEO: Good, how fast can you get senors back online?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks back into sickbay and notes Dr Fey treating a shattered rib, that being the only serious injury reported thus far::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Yes sir, anything you need?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks around for the AXO's wife::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:: Waves:: CMO: DOwn here Doc.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors come back online at 89% capacity.

Cns_Fletcher says:
*CMO*  I'll be on the bridge as the medical staff there, if needed call for me::

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  They are 2nd on the priority list Sir, I have yet to get an estimate from the damage control party, shouldnt be that long, I am just showing short circuits and Isolinear chip burnouts

CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns and looks down:: Jan: Are you quite all right?

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: can you determine if there is any planetoids that we can take orbit around to complete repairs

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  sensors back online sir...  but only 89%

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: I think so. How is my Baby?

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Your teams must work fast Mr. Hull

CMO_Engstrom says:
::pulls out tricorder and begins scanning ultrasound:: Jan: Just fine, a little bit shaken up, but nothing it cant handle... lets just get you on an exam table and have a closer look at you.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Sorry sir, none I can find.  At least not within sensor range.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
SO: do you believe that 89% will sufficient to perform scans of the upcomming regions?

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: I do need alittle help get up to the bed

CEO_Hull says:
AXO: Aye Sir, the chips will be replaced, but it is manual work, it will take some time minutes I suspect

CMO_Engstrom says:
::moves behind Jan and assists her in getting up onto the biobed::

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  honestly?  no...  but it may have to do.........

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::still trying to raise the shield level::

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Keep on top of it. the Captain will want full powered senors some time soon

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors show a fifth star about to nova.  This one is close enough to produce a level six shockwave.  Impact in 3 minutes.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: navigate us out of here ...

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: Thankyou. Your sweet

CEO_Hull says:
::Checks the status board again:: AXO: Sir, we will not regain 100% of sensors, two of the grids are completely burned out, it will require a shuttle and worker pod to replace the sensor grids

SO_W`rd says:
::curses::  ACO:  Sir we have another one impact in 3 minutes.......

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Self: Oh shoot.  AXO: Sir.  I need more power to shields.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir.  Course plotted

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Do we still have extra power lying around some where?

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: engage

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Done

CMO_Engstrom says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Jan: Hardly. ::begins scanning her with the more powerful biobed sensors, activateing the sensor bridge for a 3d picture.::

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  Additional power to the shields Sir, but shield 4 is the weak spot

Host ACO-Gabel says:
SO: can you extrapilate a reasoning for occurance of these numerous supernovas?

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Get some repair crews on that generter quick.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::traces the image with a finger:: Jan: Are you experienceing any back pain?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan warps out of the way of the incoming shockwave, but a sixth star now shows signs of supernova. Titan is safely out of its way.

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  sir another is goig nova but we are  out if it's way. we are safe.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
AXO: Sir.  Permission to go down to the deflector array and assist in repairing the shield modulators?

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: You could say that. It weighs alot in front.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  Aye Sir, Damage Control Parties are working on the generator, I have rerouted Impulse Engine power to the shields, that should firm things up a bit

AXO-Teasley says:
CTO: Check it with the ACO first.

Cns_Fletcher says:
::makes a updated casulty report::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
SO: can you extrapilate a reasoning for occurance of these numerous supernovas?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Sir.  Permission to head down to the deflector array and assist in repairing the shield modulators.

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Good.  Keep working on it. Good Job

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Yes I know, but this is something else... im seeing a blockage of one of the blood vessels running to your lower spinal cord. Its not serious and is probably a long standing condition, but expecially with your preganancy it could be causeing you some additional discomfot.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO: Aye Sir

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: negative, we need you up here ... there are engineers to do that work

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  inconclusive sir but if they keep up  they are going to end up in poulated sections of the  Alpha quadrant

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Understood.

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Oh, is there something you can give me?

AXO-Teasley says:
::Looks at the CEO screen::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
SO: I want you to work on a means to prevent that ...

SO_W`rd says:
::thinks::  well  how do i do that....

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Its hardly a necisary surgery, but it could save you some pain and suffering and is relatively simple.  The only way for me to repair this right now is by a physical probe followed by a repair of the vessel.. Normally I could use low grade localized radiation to fix it, but with you pregnant I would rather avoid any undue stress to the baby.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors show the sixth star will trigger a seventh star within 5 minutes.

SO_W`rd says:
ACO:  Ugh another one si goign in 5 minutes.

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Of course. You know you are the trihd doctor that has seen me.

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: hands ACO injuy report, all shows minor , few a few major/ fatal accounts::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
So: I know it seems impossible ... but get cracking

CEO_Hull says:
AXO: Sir, I recommend we reverse our course, I believe it is the ship that is causing these novas!

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: I know, I have looked at your file, all this changeing practicioners must be disconcerting for you.

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: WHat do you mean?

SO_W`rd says:
ACO: Aye aye...

CMO_Engstrom says:
::looks up as a nurse brings him a report:: Self/World: Hmm good thats all taken care of them.

SO_W`rd says:
*CEO*:  LT  i need your help....

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Yes it is.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  We entered what apparently was a stable region of space, once within 2LY of each star, they became unstable, logically, it is the ship that has caused this instability

CMO_Engstrom says:
*AXO* Sickbay reporting, final casualty reports, 67 minor injuries, 1 serious injury, all minor injuries have been discharged, and the one Serious... a Crewman Hurtsalot, is resting comfortably.

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Sir, the CEO says somehow we are causing the Nova's

AXO-Teasley says:
*CMO*: Very Good keep me informed

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: explain

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Well let me know if you want to deal with the blocked vessel, otherwise you are in good health.

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Well the CEO says we enetered a stable regin of space but when we got 2 LY cose to a star it stared to go Nova.

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: start to take notes on visual emotions shown by the crew::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Thanks Doc.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: does he know what we have that is effecting the stars?

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: He hasn't gotten that far yet. CEO: Well any suggestions on how we got it started?

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: We might as well get a few samples while your here... Ill just give you a nerve suppressent and remove them myself, save you the problems of mobility right now...

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Just relax and lie back, this wont hurt much at all.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::applies a hypospray to Jan's neck, numbing her pain receptors from the neck down::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Be nice.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO:  Sir, the Nebula Class vessels have their own mass, and gravitational pull of their own due to their size, we entered this area and disrupted the gavitational pull of the whole region

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Ok, how do we stop it from getting to the Alpha Quad.?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up a set of probes from the exam cart, carefully extracting heart, lung, kidney, pancrease, bowel and spinal fluid samples from both Jan and the baby::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CEO: any means to restore that balance?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::places the insurments gently back on the tray, next to the CTO's tray, and instructs a nurse to ferry both trays down to medlab and Dr. Fey's testing crew::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: feels that the crew is worried::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::removes the nerve suppressant from Jan, and scans her one final time for any unusual happenings::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::sits at console, listening curiously to the bridge's solutions to the nova problem::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: DO you know what are are poking around in there for.?

CEO_Hull says:
ACO/AXO: Sirs, the ship caused it, so the ship must be able to return the status quo, although we do not exactly know what set this catastrophe going

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: We are creating a bank of DNA and tissue samples, as well as takeing various fluid samples in case you ever became injured.  After determineing wether or not the samples taken are in good health, they are stored for replication in the event of a drastic illness or injury to yourself.

AXO-Teasley says:
::thinks. This doesn't sounds right::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The seventh star supernovas.  Sensors show that an eighth star will be triggered in 7 minutes.  The eighth star is closer to populated areas, but poses no threat.

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: oh ok.

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Wait a mintue. How can we start a supernova just by being 1.5 LY away from it?

SO_W`rd says:
ACO: the  7th star just went nova  another is set to go in 7 minutes   it si closer to polulated spacce bt isnt' athreat to them.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CEO: I do not agree with your reasoning ... how would a star 1.7 LY away be effected by the Titan

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: This way if you suffer dismemberment, or other crippleing conditions, we can clone new muscles, organs,  and even some bone structures.  Heck we could probably even clone you a new neck if you were decapitated.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Maybe we can at least change the direction of the chain reaction?

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: note other emotions shown ::

CEO_Hull says:
ACO:  Not directly Sir, it was the Titan that set this instability in motion

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: I don't like thinking that way Doctor.

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Always best to be prepared for any eventuality.

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: SUre.

CEO_Hull says:
AXO/ACO: Sirs, stars are nothing more than old style nuclear reactors, we need to put the rods into one so to speak to stop the reaction

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Well it should be comforting to you to know that we are planning for your medical future.

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: closes note s to finish off::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CEO/SO: I want a way to stop this reaction ... get cracking

AXO-Teasley says:
CEO: Do we have anything to stop it from going up in smoke?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::sits back to wonder about this problem::

AXO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: I know. But I must get back to my queaters.

SO_W`rd says:
ACO: w e have been trying sir.....

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



